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There are times of rising. And for women over fifty, this is one of
them.
At this moment in history, women are redefining what it means
to be alive and “continuing to become” at a stage of life previously
called the autumn (read: dying) of our years. Gone are the days of
going gently into the night, going grey, or going away.
We are here. And we’re not going back.
We are here and we’re continuing to grow: physically, mentally,
professionally, spiritually. In every colorful way readers can imagine.
We are here retiring the word “retirement”—or at least its meaningless definitions from yesteryear.
We are here to further the evolution of goodness in the world.
And we have the backbone to do it.
Especially with recent global events and the visible need for transformed ways of thinking and doing, we know how needed this is.
What this looks like for every woman is as different as millions
of grains of sand under a microscope and magnified 300 times: sublime beyond imagination, each a different color, history, shape; contoured by the rumbling waves that brought us to stretching shores
across time. None can ever be replicated, and each has an essence
that contributes to the grand whole, exquisite and timeless.
Whomever you are and wherever you are in your life journey, let
this be your takeaway: Women well over fifty are not on a downward
arc of any kind. We are, in fact, rising.
This book is dedicated to the rising.
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